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1. INTRODUCTION

The development of remote-controlled and autonomous
surface ships has gained a lot of interest worldwide as it
is seen as a way to increase safety, improve the logistics,
decrease the operational costs, maximize profitability and
reduce the carbon-footprint of maritime traffic. Maritime
remote-controlled and autonomous surface ships are ex-
pected to contain functionality that handle an increasing
range of self-sufficiency. Autonomous capabilities include
relieving the vessel operator from constant supervision
by taking over certain responsibilities of the vessels using
partial or complete remote operation of vessels, or partial
or complete unsupervised navigation (Azimi et al. (2020);
Porres et al. (2020a,b)).

As the evaluation and validation of implemented remote-
controlled and autonomous functions for surface ship on
real, full-scale, vessels is in most cases very complex due
to cost and logistic limitations, there is a need to design
affordable, small-scale, experimental research platforms for
early evaluation and validation of autonomous and remote-
control navigational functions.

In this paper we present a concrete research experimental
boat. It was developed as an affordable test-bed to be used
for the design and evaluation of software-based compo-
nents, such as ship collision avoidance, path planning or
situational awareness systems.

2. USE CASE

The proposed experimental research platform has been
developed having as use case the design of a small city ferry
used for example to transport pedestrians from one side of
a river to the other. While there is a clear need to have test-
beds available to evaluate and validate maritime automa-
tion and autonomous functions for surface ship applica-
tions, manufacturing an experimental full-scale city ferry
is a challenging tasks for most universities and research

Fig. 1. Physical dimension and weight distribution

center. The presented research platform is a concrete ex-
ample on how maneuvering functions, like for example
collision avoidance and route planning algorithms, could
still be deployed, evaluated and validated in near real-
life environment on an experimental surface ship without
facing the problems of developing a full-scale city ferry.

3. HARDWARE COMPONENTS

The proposed experimental platform is based on a 375fc
FoldCat inflatable boat manufactured by Sea Eagle Boats,
Inc. It is a 3.75-meter-long platform weighing approxi-
mately 34 kg with its five transverse aluminum slats and
having a total load capacity of up to 295 kg. This specific
model was selected for its ability to be easily folded and
transported as well as the possibility to use the provided
aluminium slats to build a floor to attach the required
sensors, computing devices and batteries. Because the boat
is relatively light and the draught of the hull is minimal,
a longitudinal aluminium plate, used as a keel, was added
under the hull to minimize drifts caused by lateral wind
forces. Figure 1 illustrates the physical dimension of the
platform and the weight distribution of its initial equip-
ment.

The boat is equipped with a 12V MotorGuide Xi5 55SW54
trolling electric motor mounted on the bow. The motor
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Fig. 2. Shore side Kill Switch HW diagram

Fig. 3. Boat side Kill Switch HW diagram

provides a 55lb, or 24,95kg, thrust and its propeller rota-
tion speed and heading can be controlled over a NMEA
2000 bus. With this motor, the achieved maximal speed of
the boat in calm weather is approximately 3.24 knots. The
currently deployed sensors are an OS1-64 Ouster LiDAR,
also providing a built-in Inertial Measurement Unit (IMU),
four full-HD SurveilsQUAD Sony IMX290 synchronized
cameras and a GPS receiver. The SurveilsQUAD is in-
terfaced with a NVIDIA Jetson AGX Xavier™ Developer
Kit, providing to the platform hardware video encoders
and GPU capacity tailored to execute AI applications. The
on-board and with-the-shore communication is supported
by a RUTX11 4G LTE CAT 6 dual SIM gigabit router
and a NMEA 2000 bus. The RUTX11 router provides also
a Global Navigation Satellite System receiver for location
services and time synchronization.

As a safety feature, the boat is equipped with an inde-
pendent remote controlled Kill Switch which can shut
down the power supply of the trolling motor. The Kill
Switch is designed as a stand-alone system and operates
independently from the 4G communication channel of the
boat. It uses its own 2G communication channel which
provide a larger coverage over the coastline and the used
test area, and gives the possibility to use an other network
provided as the one used for the 4G link. The Kill Switch
is composed of two parts equipped with a 2G modem:
the shore side containing a press button as illustrated on
Figure 2 and the boat side, as illustrated on 3, which
activate a power relay when the button as been pressed
on the shore.

The boat is equipped with a 12V 80Ah Absorbent Glass
Mat (AGM) battery, offering an autonomy of approx-
imately 2 hours at full speed. Figure 4 illustrates the
platforms on water with the currently deployed sensors
and equipment.

Fig. 4. An overview of the boat on water

4. SOFTWARE ARCHITECTURE

The software architecture of the proposed experimen-
tal research platform is a distributed system based on
the OpenDLV (OpenDLV (2021a)) software ecosystem.
OpenDLV is a novel open-source software environment cre-
ated to support the development of autonomous vehicles.

4.1 Architecture overview

OpenDLV is entirely microservice-based and the applica-
tions in the system are designed to be as self-contained as
possible. In addition to source code, in order to facilitate
deployment and ease-of-use, the system is also distributed
in the form of Docker images, which contain within them
all the libraries necessary to run the microservice in ques-
tion.

Microservice Architecture (MSA) is a relatively new soft-
ware architectural style that has started seeing a lot of use
in recent years. The architecture is characterized by small,
lightweight processes and decentralized control, resulting
in an application that is ideally loosely coupled and highly
cohesive (Fowler and Lewis (2014)). Loose coupling means
that a service should know as little as possible about
other services it collaborates with, and that services are
integrated into the system in such a way that changes
to one service do not require changes to another. High
cohesion is achieved by having related behavior collected
in one place, and unrelated behavior elsewhere. Thus, if
some behavior in the system needs to be changed, changes
have to be made in as few places as possible. (Newman
(2015))

OpenDLV microservices communicate by sending message
envelopes using UDP multicast, which in addition to the
actual payload (e.g. sensor readings, actuation requests,
or information requests) contain metadata, i.e. some infor-
mation about the contents of the message. The metadata
are timestamps indicating when the message was sent
and received as well as when the contents (payload) were
sampled, and also a message identifier which identifies the
contents of the message. The structure of OpenDLV mes-
sages is established in a data structure definition stored in
a single file called the OpenDLV standard message set. The
file itself is portable and is intended to be bundled with
each service to enable the serialization and deserialization
of data in a manner that is consistent between the different
parts of the system.

Developing new functionality using the OpenDLV archi-
tecture is relatively straight-forward. The defining features
of the communication structure, i.e. the data structure
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definition in the standard message set of the system and
the reliance on UDP multicast for transport, both serve
to simplify incremental additions of new functionality to
an established system. Libcluon (Berger (2021)), the small
yet flexible main library of OpenDLV, provides a host of
useful basic features to a microservice-based architecture,
and the use of Docker containers provides flexibility to
deployment by separating the applications from the under-
lying hardware. The focus on small, contained applications
in lieu of a more monolithic approach makes OpenDLV a
particularly good fit for the development environment of
the boat platform. Because the bulk of the development is
intended to be done by many different researchers as well
as project and thesis workers, the ability to easily develop
small additions to the system is invaluable.

While the OpenDLV distribution includes many ready-
made microservices, the majority of them are for inter-
facing with specific hardware (e.g. sensors) the boat plat-
form is not equipped with. The microservices developed
for the systems of the boat platform are thus primarily
developed from the ground up using the building blocks of
the OpenDLV software ecosystem.

4.2 Motor and remote control

The purpose of the remote control system is to enable
manual control of the boat platform’s outboard motor.
Depending on the current mission of the boat, the ability
to manually control it would either be integral to the
mission (e.g. during the field testing of some onboard
equipment or systems) or useful as a fallback in case
of a failure of the navigation system during autonomous
operation.

The current remote control system of the boat platform
consists of a pair of microservices; a remote control mi-
croservice, used by a human operator on the shore to
send control messages to the boat, and a motor control
microservice located on the boat itself.

A system diagram over the remote control system of the
boat platform can be seen in Figure 5, where the remote
control microservice interfacing with a human-operated
controller device on the shore sends control messages over
to the boat, and the motor control microservice actuates
the electric trolling motor. The blue arrow labeled “N2K”
in the figure indicates the placement of an NMEA2000 bus,
which is used to send control messages from the motor
control microservice to the motor. The other connections
in the diagram indicate the flow of messages sent over the
local network.

The motor control microservice contains a control loop
that controls the rotation of the motor and propeller speed.
As actuation requests arrive from the system (e.g. from
the remote control microservice), the required conversion
is performed from the OpenDLV messages used by the sys-
tems of the boat platform to the appropriate NMEA2000
messages used to control the actual motor.

Several versions of the remote control microservice have
been developed, each of which support different controller
devices, such as a gamepad-style controller and a maritime
navigation-oriented ship console. The change from one
control device and associated microservice to another is

Fig. 5. Diagram of remote/motor control system

made transparently to the motor control system due to
the standardized message definition used for the systems
on the boat platform. A change in one service not requiring
a change in another is an example of loose coupling, which
is one of the strengths of a microservice architecture.

While the current control system primarily supports man-
ual remote control, an autonomous navigation and control
system is in development. The motor control microservice
is designed in such a way that the transition from manual
control to autonomous control will require no changes to
the motor control microservice. The difference between
the current control system and autonomous control system
being developed is purely the element sending control mes-
sages to the motor control microservice. For autonomous
control, the messages are sent by a navigation system, and
for remote control, the messages are sent by the remote
control microservice. The remote control system contains
an override functionality, which allows a remote control
operator to take complete control of the boat in case
of unexpected behaviour in the autonomous navigation
system.

4.3 Shore monitoring station

In addition to the boat itself, the boat platform includes
a remote control and monitoring station situated on the
shore. The software of the shore monitoring station pri-
marily consists of a user interface based on opendlv-vehicle-
view (OpenDLV (2021b)), which has been expanded with
some additional features for the boat platform. Addition-
ally, the shore monitoring station is capable of displaying
a low-latency video feed from the camera modules on the
boat, providing a 360 degree view over the surroundings
of the boat. The video streaming system is realized using
Gstreamer Gstreamer (2021), a framework designed for
creating streaming media applications.

The purpose of the user interface is to not only provide
a remote control operator the information needed to steer
the boat, the interface also provides an observer a good
overview of the system as a whole, including but not lim-
ited to a real-time map, a list of messages being transmit-
ted in the system, a network status display, and a live video

Fig. 6. User interface map view

feed. The system overview will be especially important
during the later stages in the development and testing of
the boat platform, when the development eventually starts
to shift from manual control to autonomous operation.

The map view, pictured in Figure 6, displays a periodically
updated map along with the position and heading of
the boat. The position and heading are received from a
microservice on the boat which interfaces with an on-board
GPS module. Figure 7 depicts the message overview of the
user interface, which lists every message sent from the boat
to the shore monitoring station, along with the message
contents.

Fig. 7. User interface message overview

The graphing functionality of the user interface allows
for plotting of any OpenDLV messages received from the
system, using plotting routines that can be either loaded
from predefined presets or edited during run-time. As an
example, the SNR (Signal-to-Noise-Ratio) plot pictured in
Figure 8 and other signal-quality related plots use presets
where the plot changes color based on thresholds defined
by the router manufacturer, as the relation between the ac-
tual value and the quantity being measured are dependent
on the hardware used. This provides easy to understand
real-time information on the quality of the communication
link between the shore monitoring station and the boat
platform.

5. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE DEVELOPMENT

The presented experimental research platform is a light
boat with a 360 degrees rotating electric trolling motor on

Fig. 8. User interface plot view, LTE telemetry (Signal-to-
Noise Ratio)

its bow. During the initial tests on water it was immedi-
ately observed that the platform would need an extra keel
to compensate lateral wind forces and be more maneuver-
able. This issue was first addressed with a longitudinal alu-
minium plate attached under the hull. As future work, to
both improve the maneuverability of the platform and to
simplify the development of autonomous steering systems,
a second identical trolling motor will be attached on the
aft of the boat. This would also enable the evaluation and
validation of new functions such as Dynamic Positioning
based systems such as GPS anchor and docking. An other
benefit of having two trolling motors would be the possibil-
ity to more precisely control the speed and heading of the
boat over varying lateral wind and water stream forces.

To extend the capability of the presented platform, we are
also currently implementing several navigation functions
such as Heading Autopilot, Waypoint Tracking Autopilot,
Collision Avoidance and a Route Planner. Moreover, we
are working on the development of an initial Remote
Operation Centre. From it, a remote operator will receive
information on the boat dynamic, its status and its sur-
rounding. One of the main goals of this future work is
to develop easy-to-use user interfaces for the control and
remote steering of the boat.
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